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SPOILERBLADEZ 

1. Lift up the top center console on 
both sides slightly.

2. From the top of the radio, push 
down and pull out from the top.

3. Remove radio.
4. Locate harness marked foglight 

Insert provided switch into dash 
and plug in foglight harness. 

5. Remove fuse box cover and insert 
relay and 10 amp fuse

6. Insert your OEM harness
Crimp your bullet terminal, use 
dielectric grease on all connectors 
and insert into the female bullet 
connector on the supplied OEM 
harness.  You can use the other end of 
the OEM harness to connect other 
LED’s or accessory lighting in the 
future.

Contents of your package:
2 Specially cut Spoilerbladez LED’s with end 
connector.
12” extension
2 primer stick
2 alcohol pads

Please note:  Spoilerbladez can be installed different ways depending on your current setup.  Below are 3 examples.

Installing the Spoilerbladez.

With extension connected, test your Spoilerbladez LED to any 
12v battery to ensure its functionality.  Test fit your position.  
Clean black spoiler surface with alcohol throughly and let dry. 
Using one of the primer stick, pinch and apply primer to area 
where the LED’s will be adhered to.  Use entire stick per side.

Option 1 fusebox relay install - If you’ve purchased an FZ-1 fusebox , combine both left and right wires together, run it 
to fusebox and insert a 5amp fuse to the (switched) relay side.  This will turn the inlaid LED’s on when you turn on the 
key

Option 2  If you have one of our 1 ch or 4ch remote you have to extend the wire, combine both left and right LED and 
run wire up to your remote receiver.  Compatible with any 1color remote

Option 3 (Must have OEM relay kit $39.95 purchased from TricLED.com) use factory foglight harness which is near the 
front bottom of Slingshot, one on each side of the main frame there is an open plug 2 pin harness.  Insert OEM harness 
from the kit.  You will have an open end on the harness that you can use in the future.  You will have 2 wires with a 
female bullet end receiver.  Crimp the supplied bullet terminal and plug bullet terminal to the female opening on the 
OEM harness.  Be sure to use Dielectric grease on all connectors to prevent oxidation.
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To install Slingbladez please follow the steps below

When installing your SpoilerBladez, 
adhere the wire end first.  Pass the 
led tube beyond the edge of factory 
spoiler by 1/4” to allow the wire to 
freely exit the tube and straight into 
the back of the spoiler.  Apply the 
LED parallel to the bottom of the 
spoiler.  Do not stretch the tube as 
you install, push towards the wire 
side to ensure no stretching of the 
material.  It is also normal to see a 
bit of spacing from LED to the end 
of the tube when your finished.

Route your wires neatly through the 
factory tubing and zip tie towards 
the front edge to keep everything 
looking clean and neat.  See above 
and decide which is the best way to 
connect to your SS.

Option 4 Purchase the optional splitter wiring kit $24.95.  If you already have the top dual color LED eyebrow you can 
install this additional splitter and turn your lower spoiler into a switchback also.  (Sold Separately)

DRL White mode Blinker mode Hazard mode


